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Summary
A possible solution in order to be sustainable and to accept the clothing consumption
habits of the consumer is collective fashion consumption. To stimulate the consumer
participation in CFC a clear value proposition must be made (Park & Joyner Armstrong,
2019). It is important to know how the consumer interprets and frames information about
CFC in order to know how to give the consumer a clear value proposition. Therefore this
research investigates how the consumer frames information about CFC. To answer this
question, an exploratory qualitative research was executed. Thirteen women between the age
of 18 and 25 were interviewed about their regular shopping behavior and information about
CFC which was shown to them during the interview. The questions about their regular
shopping behavior gave insight to the frame of reference of the consumer on their regular
buying behavior for clothing. From their answers certain themes emerged, which could be
divided into three categories; prior to purchase, purchase and after purchase. From the
answers to the questions on the CFC information which was shown to the consumer six
different frames were found; evaluative frame, unfamiliarity frame, fashionability frame,
access frame, usage frame and sustainability frame. To find possible relations the frames
were compared in several different ways. The frames were compared to themes on the frame
of reference on the regular buying behavior for clothing. With this comparison some possible
underlying basis for certain frames were found. The frames were also compared to the
consumption motives on CFC which were found in the literature. Many similarities were
found between the frames and the consumption motives, which indicated possible
confirmation for the frames which were identified. When taking all those findings into
account some implications were made on how to formulate a clear value proposition to the
consumer. When a CFC company develops a value proposition the access CFC give to the
consumer to wear for example expensive brands should be highlighted. Also the CFC
company should find ways to increase the feeling of security for the consumer when making
an online purchase. The CFC company should also investigate what the expectations are from
their target audience in regard to fashionability. Further the usability of the concept and
website would be studied in regard to the characteristics of several consumers in order to
ensure the optimal use. Lastly the aspect of sustainability should be mentioned by the CFC
company but it should not be the main focus of the value proposition. The outcome of this
research is exploratory, it did not investigate and does not imply to have found any causal
relationships. Future theoretical research opportunities are mentioned.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Fast fashion
In the past, fashion was determined by high fashion houses which introduced a collection
twice a year. Those collections guided the fashion trends in the market for the following six
months (Sull & Turconi, 2008). However, in our current decade, the fashion industry has
been revolutionized by the ‘fast fashion’ strategy. This strategy offers consumers trendy
designs for an affordable price in a matter of weeks instead of months (Sull & Turconi,
2008). Companies such as Inditex, H&M and Primark have prospered by using this strategy.
For example in 2017, these companies had a market share of almost 40% of all clothing sales
in Spain (Statista, 2019). Fast fashion companies have grown worldwide and make huge
profits. For example Inditex, mother company of brands such as Zara and Bershka, has over
7000 stores in 96 markets and made a profit of 3.44 billion in 2018 (Inditex , 2019). But as
these companies are thriving, several problems have occurred which are caused by the fast
fashion strategy.
1.2 Problems caused by Fast Fashion
The fast fashion industry causes ethical problems. Due to the speed of this strategy, the
welfare of stakeholders (for example designers and manufacturers) is negatively affected
(According to Ozdamar-Ertekin, 2016). The pressure to act quickly which is promoted by the
fast fashion companies causes a lot of stress and uncertainty. The people fabricating the
clothes work under even rougher conditions though. According to the documentary the True
Cost (2015), factory workers are exploited for cheap labour and their human rights are
violated every day. They are employed under terrible conditions and work with hazardous
substances which affect their health (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017).
Also the fast fashion strategy causes environmental problems. When producing clothing,
the fashion industry produces 1.2 billion tonnes of greenhouse gases a year. This is more than
all the greenhouse gases from international flights and maritime shipping combined (Ellen
MacArthur Foundation, 2017). Furthermore, the microfibers from washing the the clothing
contribute around half a million tonnes a year to ocean pollution (Ellen MacArthur
Foundation, 2017). Besides these problems, the fast fashion industry also produces a lot of
waste, which is highly undervalued. It is estimated that half of the fast fashion items which
are produced, are discarded within a year. Of all the clothing which is discarded by the
consumer, 73% ends up in landfill (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017). This is a substantial
6

undervaluation of textiles, as almost 100% is recyclable (Joung, 2014). Today, merely 1% of
clothing is recycled into new clothing. This undervaluation is also very expensive, as over
100 billion USD worth of materials is lost each year (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017).

1.3 Consumption behavior
The consumer has become increasingly aware of the growing environmental and ethical
problems which are mentioned before. According to Gleim, Smith, Andrews and Cronin
(2013) the demand for sustainable products is not as high as expected when taking this
growing environmental and ethical concern into account. This lack of demand is caused by
the ‘attitude behavior gap’ of the consumer. The attitude behavior gap is the difference
between what the consumer says on environmental and ethical problems, and the actual
behavior of the consumer (d’Astous & Legendre, 2008). An example of the attitude behavior
gap is that although the adult United Kingdom consumer considers himself as ‘strongly
ethical’, ethical clothing purchases only account for 0,4% of the total market (Sudbury and
Böltner, 2011). Butler & Francis (1997) point out that this contradiction between the attitude
and behavior of the consumer is caused by a variety of different factors which outweigh the
environmental attitudes of the consumer when buying clothing. One factor which influences
the sustainable consumer behavior is the consumption habits of the consumer (Stern, 2000).
The fast fashion strategy has changed the lifestyle and consumption habits of the consumer in
relation to clothing. A desire for novelty and change is strengthened by the speed,
affordability and trendiness of the fast fashion clothing (Ruppert-Stroescu, LeHew, Connell,
& Armstrong, 2015). The consumer is willing to lose quality and durability in order to feel
free to alter their own style everyday (Gabrielli, Baghi, & Codeluppi, 2013).The fast fashion
strategy supports the modern consumer culture, which stimulates the consumer to buy more
clothing. This inevitably leads to clothing being easily disposed as large amounts are thrown
or given away (Ozdamar-Ertekin, 2016). The consumption habits which are created by the
fast fashion industry contradict with the essence of sustainability. According to Moon et al.,
(2014) being environmentally conscious implies simplicity, sustainability and taking nature
into account, while being fashionable represents newness, variation and disuse of outdated
clothing. Fashion has a short-term focus as clothing goes in an out of style and in
contradiction sustainability has a long-term focus (Henninger et al., 2016). The consumer
habit to desire new design, disposal habits and the short term focus are seen as significant
barriers for the progress of the sustainable fashion market.
7

1.4 Collective fashion consumption
A possible solution in order to be sustainable and accept clothing consumption habits of
the consumer, is collective fashion consumption, an extension of the broader concept
‘collective consumption’. According to Belk (2014a) “collective consumption is people
coordinating the acquisition and distribution of a resource for a fee or other compensation”.
Collective consumption in the fashion industry is considered as collective fashion
consumption (CFC). According to Iran & Schrader (2017) “CFC embraces fashion
consumption in which consumers, instead of buying new fashion products, have access to
already existing garments either through alternative opportunities to acquire individual
ownership (gifting, swapping, or second hand) or through usage options for fashion products
owned by others (sharing, lending, renting, or leasing)”. CFC is an alternative for consumers
to be fashionable and sustainable at the same time, as reusing clothing reduces the need for
new clothing which leads to less waste (Antanavičiūtė and Dobilaitė, 2015). An example of
CFC is Lena, the fashion library. Lena offers consumers the opportunity to lend clothing from
several designers. When the consumer wants a new item, they can exchange the old item for a
new item, making the old item available again for other consumers and therefore reducing the
necessity for newly fabricated clothing (LENA, 2019). CFC could contribute to the decrease
in the overconsumption of material in the current fast fashion industry as it extends the life
and increases the use intensity of clothing (Iran & Schrader, 2017).

1.5 Research aim
According to Park & Joyner Armstrong (2019), in order to increase the participation in
CFC, a clear value proposition needs to be communicated to the consumer. In order to
understand how to give the consumer a clear value proposition as a CFC company, it is
important to know how the consumer interpretes and frames information about CFC which is
provided to them. When information is provided about a product, the consumer uses
cognitive frames to selectively organize the received information and focuses attention on
information about certain salient characteristics of the product (Houdek, 2016). Stated by
Gennaioli & Shleifer (2010) cognitive frames make certain expectations about the attributes
of a product. So it is a way for consumers to frame information from their external
surroundings and with that information form a certain interpretation about the product.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to investigate how information about CFC is framed by
8

the consumer and what kind of frames are formed. To date, no research has been executed on
CFC in relation to the cognitive frames of the consumer. Therefore this research must be seen
as an exploratory research. It is a first step towards investigating the new concept ‘collective
fashion consumption’ from a new angle. Previous research has investigated the motives for
consumers on why they participate in CFC. Consumer motives are important to understand
when evaluating shopping behavior (Westbrook & Black, 1985) as consumption motives
uncover certain requirements and expectations the consumer has about a product (GroeppelKlein, Thelen, & Antretter, 1999). The literature about the consumption motives on CFC can
serve a basis to which the found frames can be compared to in order to evaluate similarities
and differences between them. Combined all the findings of this study can provide
knowledge on which information a value proposition should entail that can stimulate the
participation of the consumer in CFC. Accordingly, the main and sub research questions are
as follows;

1.6 Research question
-

How is information on collective fashion consumption framed by the consumer?

1.6.1 Sub research questions
-

What type of frames do the consumers construct in relation to the provided
information about collective fashion consumption?

-

What are these frames based on?

-

How do these frames relate to known consumption motives for collective fashion
consumption?

-

What do these findings imply for the value proposition of collective fashion
consumption?

9

2. Theoretical framework

In order to answer the main research question and the sub questions the theoretical
framework will explain the relevant terms for this research. First the term ‘cognitive frames’
will be defined. Next, the term ‘collective fashion consumption’ will be further explained.
Lastly the consumption motives for collective fashion consumption will be mentioned and
discussed; sustainability, cost, convenience, product characteristics, CFC company
characteristics, fashionability and enjoyment.
2.1 Cognitive framing
According to Entman (1993), frames can have four different locations in the
communication process. The communication process consists of: the communicator, the text,
the receiver and the culture. The communicator can make the (non-)deliberate choice to
frame information in a certain way, which is often guided by their own belief system. The
text is the medium which can contain the frames, mostly illustrated by the presence or
absence of some keywords which enforces the salience of certain information. The third
location where a frame can appear is the cognitive frame of the receiver. This cognitive frame
guides their thinking or conclusions when interpreting the text which may or may not contain
a frame. The fourth location is the culture , with this Entman (1993) means the common
frames presented in the thinking of most people in a social grouping, these frames can be
evoked by media for example. The focus of this research will be on receiver of the text,
especially on the process of how information is perceived by the cognitive frame of the
receiver.

On a daily basis the consumer perceives too much information which they are able
process, therefore it is necessary to interpret past experiences and develop patterns to help
them process and select information (Engesser & Brüggemann, 2016). These frameworks in
the mind of the consumer guides him on how to make choices in certain situations (Houdek,
2016). Such frameworks are called ‘cognitive frame’ and are used by consumers to classify,
interpret and add meaning to the information they receive (Goffman, 1974). The frame gives
them direction on how to selectively organize information in order to respond to the stimuli
from their environment (Houdek, 2016). A cognitive frame can be divided into ‘top levels’
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which are fixed components that apply to every situation and ‘sub frames’ which are detailed
components which are only used in certain situations (Minsky, 1975).
Over time a cognitive frame can function as a ‘frame of reference’ through which the
consumer scans, filters and forms their interpretation of their external surrounding (March
and Simon, 1958). The frame of reference creates certain expectations about the attributes of
a product (Gennaioli & Shleifer, 2010). According Klein & Oglethorpe (1987) the frame of
reference is a dynamic system, which means it can change over time. According to Houdek
(2016) the frame of reference is created by four key elements. The first element are strong
and primary experiences which create a general pattern for consuming a product or brand.
Especially memories of the experience, positively or negatively, is a way to influence even
after consuming the product. The second element is reminding the recent past or frequent
consumption. According to Simonson & Tversky (1992) immediate or repeated consumption
or experience encourage the anchoring effect for the consumer. The third element are shortterm mood and effects which can be created by salient external circumstances, for example
advertisement and marketing (Houdek, 2016). The fourth element which effects the frame of
reference are situational influences. Consumers are influenced by present situations and
overestimate the effect the present situation will have on their future situation (Loewenstein,
O’Donoghue, & Rabin, 2003).
When evaluating the existing literature on cognitive frames a possible outline can be
made of how the process appears to develop when a consumer encounters new information.
This possible outline is shown in Figure 1. This figure is a tentative outline which creates an
visual overview of how the concepts of cognitive framing seem to relate to each other.
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Figure 1 Outline of process cognitive framing

The cognitive frame of the consumer is created by four elements which was stated by
(Houdek, 2016); primary memories, frequent or recent past consumption, short term mood
and situational influences. The outline suggests that when a consumer encounters new
information on a certain subject or product, the consumer will compare this new information
to their ‘frame of reference’ on this or a similar subject. From this comparison a certain
interpretation of the new information will be formed, which can be considered to be a ‘new
frame’.

2.2 Collective fashion consumption
In recent years the concepts of ‘collaborative consumption’ (CC) and ‘sharing economy’
have evolved. Collective fashion consumption (CFC) is an extension of the broader CC
concept. According to Botsman & Rogers (2011) these concepts were able to flourish due to
the developments of new information and communication technologies, especially the Web
2.0 development. Due to these technologies companies are able to reach more consumers
more easily. According to Botsman (2013) CC can be divided into three different categories.
First, the consumer pays for the use of a product instead of owning the product. An example
for CFC is ‘Rent the Runway’, a website where the consumer can rent designer clothing for a
monthly fee. Second, the re-division of unwanted or unused products. An example for this
12

category in relation to CFC is ‘United Wardrobe’, which is an online marketplace where
consumers sell and exchange clothing. Third, the exchange or trade of intangible products in
different ways. In the case of clothing only the first two categories apply, as clothing is a
tangible product. The first two categories can be divided into different concepts, which will
be explained below.

2.2.1 Non ownership of clothing
Renting
The first concept of the non-ownership category is ‘Renting’. According to Durgee &
Colarelli O’Connor (1995) renting means “a transaction in which one party offers an item to
another party for a fixed period of time in exchange for a fixed amount of money and in
which there is no exchange of ownership”. So when the consumer rents a product, they
receive temporary ownership of this product. The previously mentioned fashion library’s
LENA and Rent the Runway are examples for this concept.

Sharing
The second concept is ‘sharing’. According to Belk (2014b) sharing is often confused
with renting. When a product is rented a usage fee is paid and in the case of sharing this is not
necessarily the case. He points out that sharing means a joint ownership of a product, which
can also be done from with a pro-social intention. For example sharing a clothing item with
your siblings.

2.2.2 Redistribution of clothing
Swapping
The first concept of the redistribution category is ‘swapping’. A clothing swap takes place
when two consumers agree on swapping clothing items without the use of money. A clothing
swap can happen face to face, but also online (Matthews & Hodges, 2016).

Second hand clothing
The second concept is ‘buy second hand clothing’. This concept is similar to swapping as
it both involves obtaining pre-owned items, but in this case money is used to buy the item
13

(Laitala & Klepp, 2018). An example of both concepts are the online platforms Vinted and
United wardrobe. On these platforms the consumer can exchange or sell their old clothing to
other consumers.

Zamani, Sandin, & Peters (2017) mention CFC can perform an important role in
decreasing the environmental impact of the fashion industry. As sustainable fashion is not
only determined by the material, design and production conditions but also by the consumer
such as their intention, habits and behaviors in relation to fashion (Iran & Schrader, 2017).
The above mentioned CFC concepts provide the consumer to have access to clothing items
which are new to them, but at the same time to decrease the consumption of new items and
extend the life of old items (Lang & Zhang, 2019).

2.3 Consumer motives collective consumption
Consumption motives answer the question on why the consumer consumes a certain
product. The consumption motive of a consumer forms certain requirements and expectations
on a product (Groeppel-Klein, Thelen, & Antretter, 1999). In the literature the consumption
motives for collective fashion consumption have been researched by several studies. These
consumption motives reflect on the expectations and requirements the consumer has about
CFC. Some consumption motives are drivers on why to use CFC and other consumption
motives are non-drivers on why not to use CFC. The consumption motives are divided into
the following terms; sustainability, cost, convenience, product characteristics, CFC company
characteristics, fashionability, enjoyment.

2.3.1 Sustainability
According to the research of Becker-Leifhold & Iran (2018) CFC is an opportunity for the
consumer to consume clothing in an environmentally friendly way. They identified
sustainability as a driver for the consumer to engage in CFC, but contrary findings of other
studies were also mentioned. In the research of Park & Joyner Armstrong (2019) the
environmental motive was not identified as a key driver for the consumer to engage in CFC.
In their research the consumer mentioned to use CFC to cut back on clothing consumption,
but mostly to make room for new clothing. Möhlmann (2015) pointed out that environmental
14

consciousness also had no impact on the satisfaction of the consumer with the sharing options
and the likelihood to use it again. Sustainability was likewise not found as a key motive for
the consumer in the case of buying second hand clothing (Netter & Pedersen, 2018). The
findings of these studies were noteworthy to the researchers as this motive is positively
underlined in the recent literature. In conclusion the consumption motive ‘sustainability’ is
evaluated as both driver and non-driver of enhancing the participation of CFC.

2.3.2 Cost
A motive mentioned in the literature is saving costs with the use of CFC initiatives. CFC
is an opportunity for the consumer to access goods which they normally would not be able to
access due to financial constraints (Park & Armstrong, 2017). According to Becker-Leifhold
& Iran (2018) in the case of CFC lower prices for a product reduces the risk of a bad bargain
and wasteful disposal which enhances the satisfaction with the product. In the research of
Park & Joyner Armstrong (2019) the most commonly mentioned motive to use clothing
resale or rental initiatives was saving money. They mention that seeking bargains is a
common practice for the consumer when using clothing resale or rental initiatives. Also
Möhlmann (2015) points out that saving costs is a key motive for the consumer to be satisfied
with a CFC option and the likelihood to use it again. But also different findings were detected
in the literature. For example Netter & Pedersen (2018) say that in the case of swapping and
selling second hand clothing the cost saving motives have a smaller role. But in conclusion
the consumption motive ‘cost’ is seen as a driver of participation in CFC.

2.3.3 Convenience
Convenience is also mentioned as a motive to use a CFC initiative. According to Berry

and Maricle (1973) being the owner of a product can be a burden for a consumer. CFC
initiatives give the consumer the opportunity to have access to a product without feeling
the burden, which is convenient for the consumer. Convenience is illustrated by the cost
and time saved by the consumer and constraint by the accessibility of the product when using
a CFC initiative (Chou, Chen, & Conley, 2015). According to Netter & Pedersen (2018)
convenience was one of the most mentioned motives by consumers in reviews on using CFC
15

initiatives. Also Moeller & Wittkowski (2010) found that a consumer who is convenience
oriented prefers CFC initiatives over buying a product.
In the research of Park & Armstrong (2017) ‘saving time’ and ‘no burden of ownership’
were identified as two of the five most important motives on why consumers engage in CFC
initiatives. An given example of saving time was reduced shipping time as products are not
shipped from foreign countries. An example given for no burden of ownership was being able
to return the clothing unwashed. In conclusion the consumption motive ‘convenience’ is
evaluated as a driver for taking part in CFC.

2.3.4 Product characteristics
Clothing which is swapped, shared, rented or bought second handed is in most cases preowned which can influence the quality of the product. The possibility of extra maintenance or
replacement gives the consumer hesitation on whether to engage in swapping (Lang &
Zhang, 2019) According to Matthews & Hodges (2016) in the case of swapping, the quality
of the clothing is of importance to the consumer in order to give an successful swap.
Another aspect of the quality of clothing is the hygiene and intimacy of pre-owned
clothing, which can be an motive for consumers not to use CFC initiatives (Laitala & Klepp,
2018). Lang & Zhang (2019) found that the concern on the hygiene of an item increases the
hesitation of the consumer to engage in CFC initiatives such as swapping. In conclusion the
quality and hygiene of the product are seen as non-drivers of the participation in CFC.

2.3.5 CFC company characteristics
The characteristics of CFC companies are also important motives for consumers to
engage in CFC. Möhlmann (2015) found that a principal determinant for the consumers to
engage in CFC initiatives is the trust the consumer has in the CFC company. In order to build
trust with the consumer, a company should intent to give the consumer a positive feeling, be
reliable and give the impression of security (Wirtz & Lwin, 2009). Becker-Leifhold & Iran
(2018) also mentioned that a lack of trust and information is a problem for consumers and a
reason to not engage in CFC. Trust building measures should be executed by a company in
order to connect the consumer to their company (Möhlmann, 2015). Another motive is
familiarity with the CFC company process. Effort from the consumer is needed to move from
16

the regular consumption mode to the CFC consumption mode. Unfamiliarity with the service
or process can be seen as a motive to not engage in CFC (Möhlmann, 2015). When making
the consumer familiar with the service, the effort of engaging lowers and possibly more
consumers will engage. In the research of Park & Armstrong (2017) was mentioned that the
ease of using the service was motivating for the consumer to engage in CFC. An example
mentioned for ease to use was the comprehensibility of website or app from a CFC company.
Möhlmann (2015) also pointed out when a consumer is satisfied with the quality of the CFC
service it increases the likelihood to use the CFC service again. Service quality is mentioned
as an aspect to communicate to the consumer in order to maintain them as a customer. Thus
when a CFC company ensures trust, familiarity with the process and service quality this can
be seen as drivers for taking part in CFC.

2.2.6 Fashionability
Also a motive on why consumers use CFC, especially in the case of buying second hand
clothing, is the uniqueness of the product. Lang & Joyner Armstrong (2018) also found that
the need for unique clothing positively affected the intention to swap clothing. Dressing
different is a manner for the consumer to show individuality (Workman & Kidd, 2000).
Clothing items of CFC initiatives can be unique as they are not available on the mainstream
market and therefore rare to find (Becker-Leifhold & Iran, 2018). Therefore CFC clothing
items can be seen as an opportunity for the consumer to distinguish themselves from others.
This also relates to the motive of fashion leadership. According to Kang & Park‐Poaps
(2010) fashion leadership refers to consumers who are early adopters of new fashion trends
and play an important part in the acceptance process of new fashion trends. Lang & Joyner
Armstrong (2018) mention CFC initiatives give consumers the freedom to create more
diversity and circulation in their closet, therefore being able to dress according to the latest
trends. In their research they found fashion leadership positively influences the intention to
engage in CFC initiatives. Being able to follow the latest trends was also mentioned in the
research of Park & Armstrong (2017) as a motive to engage in clothing swapping and renting
activities. In conclusion uniqueness of the product and the opportunity for fashion leadership
are evaluated as drivers for participation in CFC.
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2.2.7 Enjoyment
In the literature enjoyment was also mentioned as a motive on why consumers engage in
CFC. Shopping for clothing can be evaluated as entertainment and a fun experience for the
consumer even without the actual acquisition taking place (Babin, Darden, & Griffin, 1994).
Consumers enjoy engaging in CFC due for example bargain hunting and being surprised
to find a new special item. According to Hamari, Sjöklint, & Ukkonen (2015) enjoyment
plays an essential role in the intention to use CFC initiatives. Also Lang & Zhang (2019)
found that perceived enjoyment increased the intention to engage in swapping clothing. In
conclusion the consumption motive ‘enjoyment’ is seen as a driver for taking part in CFC.

2.3 Analytical framework
By evaluating the concepts of this research, a proposed analytical framework
(Figure 2) can be made of how the concepts of this research appear to relate to each other.
Suggested by Houdek (2016) is that the frame of reference is create by four element; primary
memories, frequent or recent past behavior, short term mood and situational influences.
Those elements seem to create a frame of reference for a certain subject, which in the case of
this research is shopping for clothing items. It seems when a consumer encounters new
information on this subject, in this case information about CFC, this information is screened
and filtered with the use of the frame of reference. This results into an interpretation of the
information which can be considered to be a ‘new frame’. This process is shown in the
proposed analytical framework below (Figure 2).
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Figure 2 Analytical framework of the research

The consumption motives on CFC which were found in the literature show which
requirements and expectations the consumer has about CFC. The CFC consumption motives
will therefore serve as material to which the found ‘new frames’ can be compared to in order
to evaluate possible similarities and differences . The evaluation of how the ‘new frames’ and
CFC consumption motives relate to each other is also shown in Figure 2. An overview of the
previous mentioned consumption motives for CFC is given in Table 1. When an consumption
motive is considered to be a driver of CFC, it means the consumption motive will stimulate
the participation in CFC. When a consumption motive is considered to be a non-driver of
CFC, it is evaluated as a barrier to take part in CFC.

Table 1 overview of consumption motives CFC

Table 1
Overview of consumption motives CFC
Consumption motive

Context

Driver / non-driver

Sustainability

CFC is seen as a way to cut
back on clothing
consumption.

Driver and non-driver

Cost

CFC is an opportunity to

Driver
19

save money and have access
to more goods.
Convenience

CFC is a way to have no
burden of ownership and
save time & money.

Driver

Product characteristics

The CFC product has the
possibility of extra
maintenance and hygiene
issues.

Non-driver

The CFC company ensures
trust, service quality and
familiarity with the process.

Driver and non-driver

Fashionability

CFC is an opportunity for
fashion leadership and to
find unique products.

Driver

Enjoyment

CFC is a way to to
experience enjoyment.

Driver

CFC company
characteristics
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3. Method
To investigate the proposed research questions, qualitative research methods have been
used. It was decided to use qualitative research methods because interviews give in depth
findings on how information on CFC companies is framed by the consumer. Considering the
explorative nature of this research, in depth interviews seems like the suiting method to
explore this new field of research.
3.1 Sampling procedure
The demographic constraints ‘gender’ and ‘age’ apply for the research population of this
study. It was decided to only focus on female consumer, as the most of the CFC companies
cater to female consumers (Park & Armstrong, 2017). This demographic constraint of the age
was chosen because young consumer are more open to new ideas and concepts (WARC,
2017). The research population of this study consisted of female consumers who are between
18 and 25 years old. To find the respondents for this study a convenience sample was used.
For this study 25 possible respondents were approached on Whatsapp whether they were
interested in participating. Participation for this research was voluntary, no incentive was
offered. From the 25 possible respondents, 13 agreed to be interviewed. When the respondent
agreed, the date, time and place were discussed. The interviews were carried out between 9
December 2019 and 7 January 2020. The place of the interview was decided by the
respondent.
3.2 Data collection
For this research 13 in-depth interviews were conducted, each lasting between 15 and 30
minutes when not taking the first 10 minutes to evaluate the websites into account. Most
interviews lasted between 25 and 30 minutes. First the respondent was asked to fill out the
informed consent form (Appendix A). Then the respondent would be asked to look at two
CFC company websites for 5 minutes each. When the 10 minutes had passed the researcher
would start the audio recorder and the interview would begin. A semi-structured interview
guide of 10 questions was prepared in advance to guide the interview (Appendix B). This
interview guide was tested in a pilot to ensure the questions are clear to the respondent.
During the interview the researcher was free to interrogate the respondent on why they think,
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feel or act a certain way. When all the questions were answered the interview would be
finished. All 13 interviews were audio recorded and later transcribed to allow text analysis.
3.3 Data analysis
First the audio of the interviews was transcribed into text. To analyse the interviews the
tool MAXQDA2020 was used. The MAXQDA2020 tool was used to organize and code all
the data. Due to the exploratory nature of this study and the lack of previous studies on this
subject it was decided to use an inductive analysis approach. According to Boeije (2005) this
is a continuous process where open coding and axial coding will alternate each other. Open
coding indicates reading the data collected during the research and divide the data into
corresponding fragments. The fragments will be labeled with a code name, which will
generate a list of codes. Axial coding entails to analyse the data again with the list of codes.
The relating codes will be combined together into categories. Those categories with in depth
descriptions will serve as the findings of this research.
First all interviews were uploaded in the MAXQDA2020 tool. Starting from interview
one the process of open coding was executed. The outcome after coding 13 interviews was a
list of 49 codes. The codes were divided into categories in order to keep the list of codes
comprehensible. The categories for the list of codes were; types of frames (positive, negative)
and basis of frames (memories, behavior and feeling). All data was read once more with the
finished list of codes to ensure all data was coded accurately. The next step was to read all the
data per code and evaluate which codes relate to each other. Each segment per code was
paraphrased to summarize the content of the segment. Following the relating or overlapping
codes were bundled together and evaluated. Also the relations between the codes were
assessed. These categories and relations will be described in the findings section of this
research.
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4. Findings

In this section the findings from the interviews will be discussed. First the frame of
reference for the regular shopping behavior of the respondents will be reviewed. Second the
types of frames found by showing the respondents the information on the CFC concepts will
be evaluated.
4.1 Frame of reference: ‘Usual shopping behavior’
The respondents were interviewed about their frame of reference for their usual shopping
behavior for clothing. Their frame of reference was evaluated by asking the respondents
about their primary memories, frequent or recent past behavior, short term moods and
situational influences on their usual shopping behavior for clothing. From their answers
certain frequently mentioned themes emerged which could be categorized in the following
categories; prior to purchase, purchase and after purchase. Figure 3 shows in the analytical
framework of the research which findings are discussed in this section.

Figure 3 Focus of section 4.1 in analytical framework
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4.1.1 Prior to purchase
Prior to the purchase of clothing respondents experienced certain feelings on why they
want to buy clothing. Mostly mentioned was the feeling of necessity. This feeling is caused
by occasions, seasons, trends and their external surroundings.
Respondent: ‘And it is mostly because I need something. For example when I don’t have
winter shoes and it is winter then I will look for winter shoes.’

Also mentioned was the feeling of reward. Some respondents experienced buying
clothing as a reward for working hard or when they have more financial resources. Further
also some respondents mentioned that they buy clothes because they want to look good. They
care about their physical appearance. This is influenced by their external surroundings, as the
respondents pointed out they want their external surroundings to evaluate their clothing as
nice, well cared for and attractive.
Respondent: ‘I think it is important to emit to look cared for and to know what looks good
on you and what does not look good on you’

4.1.2 Purchase
Online
Most respondents mentioned negative experiences when they shop online. In reality the
clothing purchased online would not have the same fit, look and quality as expected.
Therefore most respondents look for security and trustworthiness when they shop online.
They are especially looking for security on the fit, quality and look. Some are also looking for
security on which trends to wear, which is influenced by their external surroundings such as
their social surroundings and social media. Some respondents also indicated that due to
negative experiences with the bad quality of clothing they invest more in clothing of higher
quality, brands and timeless trends. A few respondents did mention to like online shopping
because of the ability to search for a specific item.
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Offline
The respondents mentioned positive and negative experiences when they shop offline.
Mentioned are the overcrowded and hot shops with bad fitting rooms by most respondents as
a negative aspect of shopping offline. Also shopping offline is considered to be time
consuming. Some experienced being grumpy due to shopping.
Respondent: ‘But I have more negative experiences with shops in the centre because they
are so big, so massive and there are so many people. Then I would like to try something and
there are so many people. And sometimes I think never mind and put the items back’

Positive experiences which are mentioned are the social aspect of shopping. It is an
activity most respondents like to do with their friends and family. Also offline shopping gives
security to the respondents as they are able to fit, feel and see the garment before they buy it.

4.1.3 Post purchase
Nearly all respondents mentioned feeling joy after they purchased a clothing item. They
felt joy because they would have a new clothing item which looks good on them. Most
respondents mentioned to care about their physical appearance. Looking good gives the
respondent self confidence. The feeling of joy and self confidence is strengthened by positive
comments from their external surroundings.
Respondent: ‘A happy feeling. Because I like to have new things and look nice. Especially
when people say I look nice, then i am even more happy with the item.’

4.2 Interpretation of information: New frames
During the interview the respondents were asked about their evaluation and interpretation
of the information about CFC which was shown to them. The interpretations of the
information which were commonly mentioned by the respondents are reviewed in this
section. Those interpretations are referred to as ‘frames’. The frames are divided in a
‘positive’ and ‘negative’ subsection. Because certain types of frames were evaluated as rather
negative and would withhold the respondents from participating and some types of frames as
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rather positive and would encourage respondents to participate. Figure 4 shows in the
analytical framework of the research which findings are discussed in this section.

Figure 4 Focus of section 4.2 in analytical framework

4.2.1 Negative frames
During the discussion with the respondents these frames were frequently mentioned.
These frames were assessed as rather negative by the respondents and would withhold them
from participating in CFC.

Evaluative frame
Nearly all respondents interpreted certain information as problematic because they find it
difficult to evaluate certain aspects of the CFC concepts. The first two aspects relate to the
resale of clothing concept. The first aspect which some respondents thought to be difficult is
to evaluate the item itself because of the unprofessional pictures which are made by the seller
of the clothing. Also some respondents experienced difficulties evaluating the intentions of
the previous owner in the case of resale. The respondents were worried that the item which is
sold to them will not be as expected due to flaws to the products which are not mentioned
prior to the purchase.
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Respondent: ‘And when looking at the Vinted website you are more distrustful because on
a picture it can look good but it can disappoint in reality and the then item cannot be
returned’

The next two aspects relate both to re selling and renting of clothing. Most respondents
thought it was difficult to evaluate the quality of the product. This due to the fact the item is
bought or borrowed online and the respondents would not be able to touch and feel the
product prior to the purchase. Further the majority of respondents thought it to be difficult to
evaluate the fit of the item. This is also caused because the item is bought online and the
respondents would not be able to fit the item before acquisition. All of the above mentioned
concerns are strengthened by the fact most respondents think clothing items can’t be returned
or because of the hassle it will take to return the item.

Unfamiliarity frame
Some respondents interpreted certain aspects of CFC as problematic because some
aspects are unfamiliar to them. In the case of re selling clothing, the website experience is
unfamiliar to the respondents. According to several respondents the website contained an
overwhelming amount of clothing and the respondents did not know on how to filter for
clothing they want. An obstacle mentioned for this issue is the search engine. The search
engine works by tags which are appointed to the item by the seller.
Respondent:’ For the second site I find it very difficult because the seller appoints a label
to the clothing item himself. When you search for ‘jacket’ for example and then you only find
three pieces in your size because people are bad in labeling their clothing and it makes the
garment unfindable. I just find it difficult to search on this website.’

In the case of renting clothing a few respondents were unfamiliar with the payment
system. In order to rent clothing the respondent would have to buy point instead of paying
directly. This system was unclear to some respondents, therefore it was interpreted as
problematic. Also several respondents felt unfamiliar to not have ownership of a clothing
item. The respondents want to decide when, who, where and how the clothing item would be
used. They like to have the control over the clothing item.
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Respondent: ‘So I decide when I want to wear it, I wash the item and I just know I have
the item’

Fashionability frame
Various respondents interpreted the fashionability of the clothing as problematic. When
the respondents evaluated the renting CFC concept, they mentioned that the clothing was not
in line with their expectations of current fashion. They were not able to relate to the clothing
with their personal style. Also the brands which were offered were not recognized by the
several respondents. The clothing of the renting website was seen as clothing for an older
target audience.
Respondent: ‘I was looking at the Lena’s website and I did not saw clothes which I liked
that much. So I would really like such a concept when it would be with brands which I think
are very cool and I would not be able to afford normally. I that would exist then I would use
it. But the clothing I saw now does not agree with my personal style.’

The fashionability was not evaluated as problematic in the case of the re selling CFC
concept.

4.2.2 Positive frames
During the discussion with the respondents these cognitive frames were frequently
mentioned. These frames are assessed as primarily positive by the respondents and would
encourage them to participate in CFC.

Access frame
CFC gives more access to certain aspects of fashion which the respondents would not be
able to access in life due to limited financial resources. Due to re selling or renting clothing
almost all respondents mentioned to have more access to for example high fashion brands and
more high quality clothing. They would be able to buy the brands second hand or borrow the
brands for a certain amount of time. They mentioned not to be able to afford these brands for
the full price.
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Respondent: ‘This concept is a solution because you can borrow something pretty of good
quality and from a good brand instead of buying it’

In the case of renting clothing most respondents said the access to occasional clothing is
seen as a solution for them. Several respondents mentioned wanting new clothing for festive
or business occasions, but are not able to buy the items due to limited financial resources and
the underutilization of the clothing. Renting occasional clothing was mentioned by the
respondents as a solution to this problem. Also various respondents mentioned that renting
clothing would give more access to fashion trends. When renting clothing the respondents
would have more access to fashion trends. Seasonal trend items could be borrowed and
returned when the trend is over.
Respondent: ‘The idea of borrowing clothing is very good I think, especially for
occasions. And for clothing which you want to wear because of a fashion trend but not need
to have for ever.’

Usage frame
Some respondents interpreted the usage of the CFC concepts as positive. The website
gives the respondents clear information on how the concepts work. The information on the
usage conditions when renting clothing and security conditions when reselling clothing are
explained clearly according to a few respondents.
Respondent: ‘Both websites describe their service quite well. Everything will get
delivered fast and you have guarantees. That gives security, that you don’t do a bad bargain.’
Also the respondents mentioned it is an easy way for them to sell clothing they do not
wear anymore.

Sustainability frame
Most respondents linked the collective fashion consumption concepts to sustainability
which is seen as positive. The current fashion system is seen as not sustainable by the
majority of the respondents. The clothes are being produced in a non sustainable way and
under bad working conditions. According to the respondents being sustainable entails
different things. Respondents mentioned different ways to be sustainable; Choose quality
over quantity, change their consumer behavior, avoid certain shops, think thoughtfully about
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a purchase. The CFC concepts were seen as a way to sustainably consume or buy clothing. It
is a way to redistribute already existing clothing, this is seen as being sustainable. It is also
considered to be an easy way to be sustainable by some respondents.
Respondent:’ I think it gives me clarity that you can be sustainable in this manner. By
consuming differently. This concept makes it very easy because you can browse on the
website from home and order something. But what I find difficult is the influence on the
environment of sending the package.’

Although the sustainability aspects was regarded to as positive, also many respondents
mentioned to perceive sustainability as an extra. It was not a main reason for them to consider
buying a specific item.

Respondent: I see sustainability as a bonus. It is not something I look for specifically.
This might be because I don’t have enough knowledge about it. Or maybe because not many
people in my social surroundings wear sustainable fashion.

A negative side note mentioned by a few respondents is the amount of pollution caused
by sending and returning fashion items products.
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5. Analysis and discussion

5.1 Frames in relation to frame of reference
This section of the discussion will evaluate the relation between the frame of reference
which the respondent has on their usual shopping behavior and the new frames formed by
evaluating the information on CFC. Figure 5 shows the analytical framework of the research
in which the relationship is discussed in this section.

Figure 5 Focus of section 5.1 in analytical framework

The frame of reference is seen as the expectations the consumer has on a certain subject.
The consumer uses the frame of reference to scan and filter their external environment and
form interpretations (March and Simon, 1958). During this research the respondents were
asked about their frame of reference on what their usual shopping behavior for clothing is.
From their answers certain commonly mentioned themes were found. When comparing the
frequently mentioned themes of those discussions to how the respondents framed the
information on CFC some expected relationship appeared. Those relations are of importance
as the frame of reference on usual shopping behavior can influence the way the respondents
frame information on CFC. Below the expected relationships between the found frames and
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the frames of reference themes will be explained. Each relationship is supported with a visual
figure to clarify the explanation of the relationship.

5.1.1. Evaluative frame and online purchase
In this study it is mentioned that most respondents experience difficulties when they shop
online especially when it comes to the fit, quality and look of the clothing. They look for
security in order to ensure they do not make a bad purchase. This corresponds with the an
aspect of the evaluative frame, where the same concerns are mentioned. So the concern for
the fit, quality and look of the clothing item when it is purchased online is present when
buying both regular clothing and CFC clothing. This concern might be even more present for
CFC because of the concern of not being able to return the item. Figure 6 gives a visual
representation of how the frame of reference theme appears to relate to the evaluative frame.

Figure 6 Relation frame of reference to evaluative frame

5.1.2 Access frame and prior to purchase
During this research it is mentioned that the feeling of necessity is mostly the reason for
the respondents to buy new clothing. This feeling is caused by several reasons. The frame
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which congruences well with the feeling of necessity is the access frame. The access frames
were evaluated as a positive aspect of CFC. CFC gives the respondents more access to certain
clothing. In a regular shopping situation most respondents mentioned buying new clothing to
ease the feeling of necessity but is constrained due to financial resources and under usage of
clothing. The access frames are therefore probably framed as positive by the respondents
because CFC gives the respondents more opportunities to ease the feeling of necessity in
comparison to the opportunities the respondents would have in a regular clothing purchase
setting. Figure 7 gives a visual representation of how the frame of the reference theme
appears to relate to the access frame.

Figure 7 Relation frame of reference to access frame

5.1.3 Fashionability frame and prior to purchase & post purchase
During this research it was mentioned that the majority of respondents care about their
physical appearance and clothing is a part of their physical appearance. Most respondents
want new clothing because they want to look good for several reasons. Looking good gives
the respondents joy and self confidence. Therefore it might be important for the respondents
that the CFC clothing matches their expectations of current fashion and personal taste. When
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the clothing does not match those expectations, the respondents won’t look good in the
clothing in their opinion. That is why the fashionability frame might be seen as negative,
because the clothing won’t improve the physical appearance of the respondents according to
their judgement. Figure 8 gives a visual representation of how the frame of reference theme
appears to relate to the fashionability frame.

Figure 8 Relation frame of reference to fashionability frame

5.2 Frames in relation to consumption motives
This section of the discussion will evaluate the relation between the new frames formed
by evaluating the information on CFC and the consumption motives for CFC found in the
literature. Figure 9 shows in the outline of the research which relationship is discussed in this
section.
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Figure 9 Focus of section 5.2 in analytical framework

The consumption motives for CFC found in the literature give insight on how the
consumer evaluates certain aspects of CFC. The frames found in this research show how the
respondents framed certain information on CFC. When comparing the consumption motives
and the frames certain similarities and contradictions were found. Table 2 gives a quick
overview of the comparison between the frame and to which motive the frame relates. Table
2 also shows whether the frame was evaluated as positive or negative and whether the
consumption motive was seen as a driver or non-driver. Below Table 2 the similarities and
contractions will be explained.
Table 2 Relation between frames and consumption motives

Table 2
Relation between frames and consumption motives
Frame

Evaluative
frame

Summary

The consumer
experiences
difficulty to
evaluate certain
aspects of CFC.

Positive /
negative

Relates to
consumption
motive(s)

Driver /
non-driver

Negative

CFC company
characteristics,
product
characteristics

Driver / nondriver, nondriver
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Unfamiliarity
frame

The consumer is Negative
unfamiliar with
certain aspects
of CFC.

CFC company
characteristics,
convenience

Driver / nondriver, driver

Fashionability
frame

The consumer
Negative
interpreted the
fashionability of
the clothing as
problematic.

Fashionability

Driver

Access frame

CFC gives the
Positive
consumer access
to certain
aspects of
fashion.

Cost

Driver

Usage frame

The consumer
the usage of
CFC positive.

Positive

CFC company
characteristics

Driver / nondriver

Sustainability
frame

The consumer
believes CFC is
sustainable
which is seen as
positive.

Positive

Sustainability

Driver / nondriver

5.2.1 Evaluative frame
The evaluative frame of the respondents shows the difficulty for the respondents to
evaluate the intentions of the seller of the clothing, the item due to unprofessional pictures,
the quality and the fit of the item. Two of the difficulties could be evaluated as similar to the
consumption motives ‘CFC company characteristics’ and ‘product characteristics’. BeckerLeifhold & Iran (2018) mentioned trust in the CFC company as a possible driver of
participation in CFC if a company could manage to gain trust from the consumer.
In this research the most respondents mentioned to have difficulty evaluating the intention of
the seller, which could be seen as difficulty to trust the seller of the clothing. Therefore it
could be seen that the information on CFC which was provided to the respondents was not
able to make the respondents trust the seller of the clothing.
Also Lang & Zhang (2019) mentioned the consumers concerns for the quality of the
product when it is pre-owned such as extra maintenance, replacement or hygiene issues.
These concerns were also mentioned by the majority of the respondents during this research
as difficult to evaluate. They were especially worried about the probability of it being of bad
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quality. So the consumption motive ‘product characteristics’ could be seen as similar with the
evaluative frame.

5.2.2 Unfamiliarity frame
The unfamiliarity frame points out the difficulties the respondents experiences when
using CFC due to unfamiliarity. Many respondents thought it to be difficult to use the
website, the payment system and was also unfamiliar to not have ownership of a clothing
item. Those aspects are similar to consumption motives 'convenience’ and ‘ CFC company
characteristics’ mentioned in the literature. According to Möhlmann (2015) unfamiliarity
with the service or process can be evaluated as a consumption motive on why not to engage
in CFC for the consumer. This motive can be seen as similar when the respondents
experiences difficulties with the use of the website and payment system. The respondents
sees these difficulties as reasons why they do not use CFC.
Secondly several respondents mentioned to be unfamiliar with the non-ownership aspect
of renting clothing, which was evaluated as problematic. The respondents want to have
control over the item in aspects of when, where and how is it worn. On the contrary in the
literature ‘no burden of ownership’ is mentioned as a convenience on why consumers would
want to use CFC (Park & Armstrong, 2017). Convenience is seen as the cost and time saved
for the consumer when using a CFC product instead of having ownership of a product (Chou,
Chen, & Conley, 2015). The findings of this research suggests a different opinion from the
respondents about this topic.

5.2.3 Fashionability frame
In this research the fashionability of the CFC renting concept was seen as problematic.
The clothing was not seen as fashionable when looking at style and brands according to the
respondent. But on the contrary according to Lang & Joyner Armstrong (2018) CFC
initiatives give the opportunity to the consumer to dress conforming to the latest trends. This
contradiction could be explained by the specific concept which was shown to the
respondents. It therefore does not explicitly say that CFC is not fashionable, but only in the
case of this CFC concept it was not seen as fashionable by the respondents.
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5.2.4 Access frame
The access frame highlights that the respondents are able to access certain aspects of
fashion they would not be able to access in normal life due to limited financial resources. For
example high quality clothing and expensive brands. In the literature the motive of saving
costs was mentioned as one of the most commonly mentioned motives to engage in CFC
(Park & Joyner Armstrong, 2019). The access frame can be seen as similar to the motive of
saving cost as the limited financial resources are the reason for exclusion for certain aspects
of fashion.

5.2.5 Usage frame
The usage frame points out the positive aspects of the usage of the CFC concepts and
websites. Some respondent mentioned that the information provided on how the concept
works and the information about the terms & conditions as positive. This finding can be seen
as similar to a part of the motive ‘CFC company characteristics’. Park & Armstrong (2017)
mentioned that the ease of using the service was motivating for the consumer to engage in
CFC. Information on the ease of use was thus seen as positive by the respondents.

5.2.6 Sustainability frame
The sustainability frame shows that most of the respondents evaluates the CFC concepts
as sustainable and sees this as a positive aspect. It is seen as a way to redistribute clothing and
an easy manner to be sustainable. But it was also assessed as an extra by many respondents.
The literature evaluated the consumption motive ‘sustainability’ not as a main driver to
engage in CFC. For example in the research of Park & Joyner Armstrong (2019). In their
research the environmental motive was not identified as a key driver for the consumer to
engage in CFC. This appears to correspond with the finding that the respondents evaluates
sustainability as an extra. o the consumer assesses CFC sustainable and sees this as positive,
but it might still not be a main driver for them to engage in CFC.
5.3 Limitations
The outcomes of this research should be regarded as exploratory. This was qualitative
research investigating a new concept from a new angle. Therefore there was not a broad
theoretical basis of literature to rely on. This research did not investigate and does not imply
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that it has found any causal relationships. Therefore the internal validity for this research is
low, as this research only indicates the possibility of certain relationships but cannot confirm
them with certainty. For this research the external validity is also low, because the research
population was too small in order to generate generalizable findings. The respondents were
all students, between the age of 18 and 24 and had a Dutch nationality. In future research
adding respondents from a wider age, nationality and with different occupations could
provide more insights and generalizable findings. Another limitation for this study is the
researcher bias. During this research only one researcher was involved throughout the process
of designing the questions, interviewing the respondents and analysing the data. Therefore the
researcher might have unknowingly influenced the findings of this research.
This research was a first step to explore the CFC concept from a new angle and suggests
new theoretical research topics which could be investigated more in dept. These future
research topics could be investigated with different and larger samples which could generate
more generalizable findings or advance theoretical theories for CFC.
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6. Conclusions and recommendations
From the findings of this research several implications can be formulated which could be
useful in order to provide a clear value proposition to the consumer which can stimulate the
participation in CFC. The findings which are worth mentioning are divided into three
subsections. First the findings will be discussed which a CFC company can highlight when
making a value proposition to the consumer. Secondly the findings which refer to the
important research topics for CFC companies in relation to their target audience will be
explained. And third the findings which should not be the main focus of their value
proposition will be discussed. In these sections both theoretical and practical implications
will be reviewed.
6.1 What aspects should a CFC company highlight?
According to the findings of this research one of the most important aspects to highlight
is the access CFC gives to the consumer in order to wear higher quality clothing and
expensive brands. During this research the consumer mostly mentioned the feeling of
necessity as a reason for them to buy new clothing. This feeling is caused by occasions,
seasons, trends and their external surroundings such as their friends and family. CFC gives
the consumer more possibilities to fulfill this feeling of necessity which is normally
constrained by financial resources and underutilization of clothing. When using CFC the
consumer gains access to more aspects of fashion in comparison to which they can normally
access. For example more expensive brands which can be bought second handed or trendy
clothing which can be returned after one event. This findings was also confirmed when
evaluating the consumption motives for CFC. For example in the research of Park & Joyner
Armstrong (2019) the most mentioned motivation to use CFC was the affordable access CFC
gives. Therefore the access CFC gives is a key element for CFC companies to highlight when
making a value proposition to the consumer. Future theoretical research could be executed on
what are the best ways to highlight the access aspect in a way it is most effective to reach the
consumer.
The second aspect which is important to highlight is the security the CFC company
should give the consumer when they buy an item on their online platform. During this
research the consumer mentioned to experience problems when buying new clothing items
online, especially when it comes to the actual fit and quality of the clothing item. Due to
these negative experiences the consumer is more cautious when buying an new clothing item
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online. As these concerns already play a role when buying a new clothing item online, it is
therefore logical the consumer also feels these concerns when buying or renting a clothing
item with a CFC company. These concerns are strengthened because most consumers believe
clothing items cannot be returned when buying an item on a CFC platform. To overcome
these concerns it is important to give the consumer a feeling of security about their purchase.
The consumer also mentioned in this study to look for security when considering a CFC
website. Therefore security about their purchase is important to highlight when making a
value proposition to the consumer. Future theoretical research could investigate more in
depth on how the consumer sees and experiences the feeling of security about their purchase
on a CFC platform. This can also be interesting to investigate without the focus on CFC, as
the consumer mentioned to experience this problem also when buying new clothing online.
For example how to make people feel secure about the fit of the item or the quality of the
item on an online platform.
6.2 What aspects should a CFC company investigate?
The findings of this study show several research topics for CFC companies to investigate
in relation to their target audience which are important aspects to incorporate into their value
proposition to the consumer. The first topic refers to the fashionability of the clothing the
CFC company offers to the consumer. During this research the consumer indicated that
clothing contributes to their physical appearance, which is important to the consumer. When
clothing looks and feels good on the consumer, it gives them self confidence. Therefore it is
important that the clothing the CFC company offers gives the consumer the idea that they
would look good in the clothing. It should match their expectations about what is fashionable
and what fits their personal style, otherwise the consumer might not be interested in wearing
the items. A CFC company should thus investigate whether the clothing they offer matches
the expectations of their target audience on the clothing they want to wear in order to look
good. When evaluating the CFC consumption motives it shows that CFC does have the
ability to be seen as an opportunity to follow the latest trends and be fashionable (Park &
Armstrong, 2017). When a CFC company investigates the expectations about fashionability
of their target audience and incorporates this in their collection, it could be of great value to
highlight this when making a value proposition to the consumer.
Secondly throughout this research a difference was found on the use of the CFC concept
and website. The consumer mentioned to experience unfamiliarity with certain aspects of the
concept and website of CFC which was seen as negative. For example the consumer thought
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the search engine and payment system was difficult to use. But the consumer also mentioned
aspects for the usage of the concept and website which were seen as positive. An example in
this case is the information on how the concept works. So it could be interpreted that some
aspects of the concept and website of CFC are easy to use and some aspects are difficult to
use for different consumers. Therefore a company should investigate what the characteristics
are for the consumer who struggles with which user aspects of the concept or website. This
could ensure the optimal use of the concept and website for different groups of consumer. A
consumer segmentation study on website and concept aspects of CFC could also be an
opportunity for future theoretical research.
6.3 What aspect should not be the main focus?
When comparing the consumption motives for CFC and the findings of this research on
the sustainability aspect the following implications can be formulated. In the literature the
sustainability motive was not considered to be a main driver for stimulating the participation
in CFC (Park & Joyner Armstrong, 2019; Möhlmann, 2015; Netter & Pedersen, 2018; Netter
& Pedersen, 2018). During this research the consumer linked CFC instantly to sustainability
and this was considered to be a positive aspect. This might seem like a difference, but
although the consumer considers CFC to be good way to consume clothing sustainably it was
seen as an extra and might not be the main reason to use CFC. Which seems congruent with
the attitude behavior gap (d’Astous & Legendre, 2008), as the consumer says to be positive
about sustainability but does not show behavior accordingly to this positive attitude.
Therefore the sustainability aspect of CFC should be mentioned to the consumer, but it
should not be the main focus of the value proposition.

Figure 10 gives a summary of the above mentioned implications for CFC companies on what
the findings of this research imply for the value proposition to the consumer.
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Figure 10 Summary of implications for CFC companies
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Appendix A
Naam:
Geboortedatum:
Woonplaats:
Nader te noemen de geïnterviewde verklaart als volgt:
De geïnterviewde verleent aan Wageningen University & Research het recht om door
Sophie Beckers in het kader van het vak ‘Master Management, Economics & Consumer
Studies scriptie’ dit interview op te nemen. Deze opnames zullen uitsluitend voor de
doeleinden van dit onderzoek worden gebruikt. Uw antwoorden op de vragen zullen nimmer
op persoonsniveau gerapporteerd worden en volstrekt anoniem worden behandeld.
Persoonlijke gegevens zullen worden verwijderd na het onderzoek. De geïnterviewde
verklaart dat het doel van dit project hem/haar volkomen duidelijk is en dat zijn/haar
deelname vrijwillig is.
…………………….…………………………………………………..
te [plaats:
] op [datum:
].
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Appendix B
Interview guide
A. Informatie over collective fashion consumption.
-

https://www.lena-library.com - 5/10 min
https://www.vinted.com - 5/10 min

B. We gaan eerst bespreken wat jouw interpretatie is van de informatie die je net
hebt gezien.
1. Wat zie jij wanneer je de websites bekijkt?
2. Wat roept de informatie van de websites bij je op? (bijvoorbeeld: gevoel, ideeën,
mening?)
- Waarom denk je dat dit bij je wordt opgeroepen?
3. Wat spreekt je aan wanneer je deze websites bekijkt?
- Waarom denk je dat dit je aanspreekt?
C. We gaan bespreken waarop jouw interpretatie van deze informatie gebaseerd
kan zijn en hoe die zich verhouden tot jouw koopgedrag van kleding.
1. Welke motieven/overtuigingen zijn het belangrijkst wanneer je kleding koopt?
(Wat zijn de belangrijkste redenen voor jou om kleding te kopen?)
2. Wat zijn voor jou belangrijke herinneringen of ervaringen als je denkt aan het kopen
van kleding?
- (Denk bijvoorbeeld aan eerste herinneringen, zeer positieve herinneringen,
zeer negatieve herinneringen)
3. Wat zijn voor jou recente herinneringen of ervaringen als je denkt aan het kopen van
kleding?
4. Welk herhaaldelijk gedrag vertoon jij bij het kopen van kleding?
5. Welke emoties/gevoel koppel jij aan het kopen van kleding?
6. Hoe verschilt de informatie die je net hebt gezien in de ervaringen en herinneringen
die je net beschrijft?
- Waarom?
7. Hoe past de informatie die je net hebt gezien in de ervaringen en herinneringen die je
net beschrijft?
- Waarom?
8. Hoe verschillen jouw motieven voor het kopen van kleding met de informatie die je
net hebt gezien?
- Waarom?
9. Hoe komen jouw motieven overeen met de informatie die je net hebt gezien?
- Waarom?
10. Wat heeft deze informatie voor een invloed op jouw je huidige beslissingen om
kleding te kopen?
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